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Companion for:
My Bible Lessons by WTBTS
I know my name.
Parent: form letters for student to copy.

Write your first and last name:
Lesson 1: Revelation 4:11
Jehovah created all things.
stars  sun  sea

butterfly  boat

clouds  earth
Jehovah created you and me.

Revelation 4:11
Lesson 2: Genesis 7:7-10; 8:15-17
Noah’s Ark

Noah’s ark saved all the animals.
bear  giraffe

lion  sheep

Elephant
pig        zebra

dog        monkey

Genesis 7 & 8
Animals come in all sizes:

short    tall

big      small

fluffy
Animals come in all sizes:

short    tall

big       small

fluffy
Animal sounds:
moo bark roar

meow neigh

oink
I can write a letter.
I can mail it.

house desk

bird tree
fellow feeling

kindness

1 Peter 3:8
Lesson 4: Acts 14:17
Jehovah gave us rain.

God gave us rain.

Acts 14:17
Flowers love the rain.
Can Tomoko find the ladybug?
Lesson 5: 1 Thessalonians 5:18
Give thanks for everything.

Always say:

"Thank you!"
present  boy

door  apple

food  telephone
I can smile!

1 Thessalonians

5:18
Lesson 6: Psalm 139:14
I am wonderfully made.

fingers   toes

ears      nose  leg
I am wonderfully made!
What do I see
when I look in
a mirror? Me!
I can have fun!

I can run!
I know all of my letters:

The quick brown fox jumps over a lazy dog.